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WNDZ-AM Quarterly Issues/Programs List

Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Government; Women’s Issues; Viewpoints/Segment 1            10/02/16 4:01pm-7:11pm 10 minutes                  
The Presidency; (Agriculture; (Segment 2) 4:14pm-7:25pm 11 minutes 
Controlled Substances; Mental
Health; Poverty; Community
Activism; Education)

Narration: Everyone knows about the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt, but not many know about the powerful and loyal confidant FDR relied on, 
Marguerite “Missy” LeHand.  We hear from our guest about the life and work of this remarkable woman, and how she helped and influenced one of the greatest 
chief executives of our time.

(Segment 2) Urban gardens are popping up all over the country, and they’ve provided “food desert” communities with fresh fruits and vegetables for their 
residents’ tables and have taught urban dwellers to put abandoned plots of land to good use.  But have you ever heard of an “urban farm?”  Our guests talk about 
both of these projects and describe why they provide hope and employment for people in need as well as educational opportunities to students and residents.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Safety; Mental Illness; Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      10/02/16 4:33pm-7:44pm 11 minutes                      
Police & Criminal Justice; Police (Segment 2) 4:45pm-7:52pm 07 minutes 
Brutality; Education; Community
Activism; Prisons; (Health Care;
Public Health)

Narration: Police confrontations with mentally ill subjects can quickly turn tragic, as neither side may understand the other.  Specially trained crisis 
intervention teams have spread around the country to prevent deaths, injuries, and unnecessary incarceration.  Experts discuss how CIT works.

(Segment 2) Thanks in part to its Biblical past, the disfiguring disease leprosy carries more stigma than most diseases.  We hear little about it today, but it 
still exists, and because it’s now treatable, often the stigma is worse than the disease.  An expert discusses.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Nature; Science; Technology;   Viewpoints/Segment 1            10/09/16 4:01pm-4:12pm 11 minutes                  
Public Service; Environment; (Segment 2) 4:15pm-4:25pm 11 minutes 
(Natural Disasters; Animal Welfare;
Public Safety; Community Activism)

Narration: When we think of scientists, most of us think of college graduates working in laboratories on very important projects for the government or 
large corporations.  Not many of us think of the retired bricklayer next door who likes to garden, or the ten-year-old girl who is fascinated by birds.  Two “citizen 
scientist” advocates talk to us about the importance of having average citizens be the eyes and ears of large research projects, and how anyone can find a scientist 
project they can help advance in the world.

(Segment 2) Natural disasters such as floods, wildfires, and tornados can devastate a community, cause widespread health concerns, and push families out of 
their homes.  We’re all concerned that the humans caught in these circumstances are taken care of, but what about the pets that live in the area?  How can we help 
them survive and stay with their human caretakers?  A Humane Society spokesperson, who has seen his share of disasters, talks to us about keeping your pets 
safe and secure during a catastrophe.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Youth At Risk; Parenting Issues; Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      10/09/16 4:33pm-4:44pm 11 minutes                      
Adoption; Human Development; (Segment 2) 4:45pm-4:52pm 07 minutes 
(Science & Culture; Human Devel-
opment)

Narration: People who are adopted have more psychological problems than others, yet they also tend to have other psychological strengths.  Experts, both 
themselves also adoptees, discuss the roots and outcomes of these issues as adopted children grow up.

(Segment 2) Tickling is a unique application of the sense of touch that surprisingly has developmental and cultural importance.  Experts discuss the science 
and sociology of tickling.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Mental Health; Occupational    Viewpoints/Segment 1            10/16/16 4:01pm-4:12pm 11 minutes                  
Training; Internet & Social Media; (Segment 2) 4:15pm-4:25pm 11 minutes 
(Education; Government;
Community Activism)

Narration: Halloween is coming up, and just about everyone likes to be scared on that day.  It’s fun and it can help heighten the excitement of the holiday.  
However, there are some people who have fear in their lives that isn’t much fun; those who are facing big changes, uncertainties, and loss.  Our guests tell us 
about how fear affects our lives, and how it can be decreased or eliminated by perseverance, positive thinking, and compassion.

(Segment 2) We hear it all the time, why can’ our kids read better?  Our guest has some thoughts on the issue, and offers some suggestions to parents, 
educators, and policymakers about how expanding our children’s knowledge base in school will help make them better readers overall.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Consumerism; Health Care; Public Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      10/16/16 4:33pm-4:44pm 11 minutes                      
Health; Technology & Society; (Segment 2) 4:45pm-4:52pm 07 minutes 
(Homelessness; Poverty; Health 
Care; Rehabilitation; Prevention)

Narration: Genetic testing is now available to consumers to satisfy a variety of desires, tracing heritage, gauging risk of inherited diseases in children, and 
screening for disease.  However, risks come with what doctors say is incomplete knowledge.  Experts discuss uses, risks, and future of consumer genetic testing.

(Segment 2) Research is showing that a remarkably high proportion of homeless men have suffered a traumatic brain injury in the past, raising possibility 
that TBIs may cause behaviors directly leading to homelessness.  Experts discuss their research.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Recreation; Art; Architecture;     Viewpoints/Segment 1            10/23/16 4:01pm-4:11pm 10 minutes                  
Travel; History; War; Science & (Segment 2) 4:13pm-4:24pm 11 minutes 
Technology; (Children & Family
Issues; Education; Psychology &
Mental Health)

Narration: When Americans take vacations, it’s often to places like theme parks, resorts, or national parks.  Our guest says that there’s a treasure trove of 
unique destinations around the world if you veer off the beaten vacation path.  He talks about a few of the places you probably never heard about, but which offer 
unique experiences, educational opportunities, and a lot of fun.

(Segment 2) Raising kids these days isn’t easy.  Parents have expectations for their children that they often don’t live up to those expectations.  We also hear 
about how his or her temperament can lead to problems with behavior that disrupt family life, and end up being counterproductive for the child.  A psychologist 
talks to us about why kids behave the way they do in certain situations, and offer strategies for dealing with a child that can help them grow more responsible and 
independent.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Youth At Risk; Consumerism; Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      10/23/16 4:33pm-4:45pm 12 minutes                      
Health Care; Public Health; Ethics; (Segment 2) 4:46pm-4:53pm 07 minutes 
Parenting Issues; State Government
Regulation; (Pop Culture & Society;
Psychology; Growth & Development)

Narration: A new survey shows more pediatricians are experiencing vaccination refusal among patients, and while the reasons are evolving, they still 
often result from misinformation.  An increasing proportion of doctors are kicking these families out of their practices if they can’t change minds and behavior, 
but is that ethical?  Whose rights are paramount, the unvaccinated child or the rest of the practice?  Experts discuss.

(Segment 2) During Halloween season, many people seek out frightening experiences.  This controlled fear has a psychological and developmental purpose, 
as an expert explains.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

History; Military & Veterans;     Viewpoints/Segment 1            10/30/16 4:01pm-4:12pm 11 minutes                  
Women’s Issues; (Technology; (Segment 2) 4:15pm-4:25pm 10 minutes 
Children’s Issues; Seniors’ Issues;
Mental & Physical Health; Education)

Narration: We’ve heard a lot about the famous generals and other heroes of the Civil War, but very little has been written about women who fought as 
hard as the men for their beliefs.  An author who researched these women, talks about the jobs they did, and how they risked their lives to find and carry 
intelligence from the enemy to their generals.  We also hear about how they used their “feminine wiles” to get the information they needed to gain advantage in 
the war.

(Segment 2) Kids are always on their phones, tablets, or computers even when they’re sitting across from one another at the lunch table!  Does 
communicating via screens hurt kids?  Two researches talk to us about what too much screen time at the cost of face-to-face communication could decrease our 
ability to recognize emotions, and possibly even shorten our lives.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health Care; Consumerism; Tech- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      10/30/16 4:33pm-4:45pm 12 minutes                      
nology; (Youth At Risk; Parenting (Segment 2) 4:46pm-4:53pm 07 minutes 
Issues; Public Health; Sports &
Society; Education)

Narration: Lupus results when the immune system turns on the body, producing inflammatory attacks on virtually any organ.  A minority of patients have 
lupus only on the skin, and while this is not life threatening, it can still be psychologically devastating.  Experts discuss.

(Segment 2) Concussions have prompted many parents to question whether their sons should play high school football.  A well-known sportswriter and 
parent who was given nearly unlimited access to a high school team for a year shares the red flags he saw as well as the benefits of playing.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Education; Philanthropy; Com-     Viewpoints/Segment 1            11/05/16 8:01am-8:13am 11 minutes                  
munity Services; Employment; (Segment 2) 8:15am-8:25am 10 minutes 
Community Activism; African-
American Issues; Latino Issues;
(Bullying; Teen Pregnancy; Tech-
nology/Internet; Mental Health;
Juvenile Justice; Family Issues;
Poverty)

Narration: The public library system in the U.S. is one of our most cherished community services, yet in these days of government budget cuts, libraries 
around the county are feeling the pinch of shorter hours, fewer staff, and old technology.  Our guests discuss why funding and supporting our libraries is a way to 
raise smarter kids, help residents with social service navigation, boost the economy, and help immigrants become full American citizens.

(Segment 2) Bullying and shaming are two of the most damaging activities kids, and many adults, face today.  One of our guests discusses the psychological 
ramifications of bullying, and the other relates her own experience as an unwed teen in the 1970s.  We hear about how the shame of that incident and the support 
she received from other young women in the same situation made her stronger and more compassionate to others.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health Care; Ethics; HIV & AIDS; Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      11/05/16 8:33am-8:44am 11 minutes                      
Public Health; Consumerism; (Segment 2) 8:46am-8:53am 07 minutes 
(Health; Pop Culture)

Narration: Skyrocketing drug overdose deaths are adding to the supply of transplantable organs.  Contrary to the beliefs of many, and their designation as 
“high risk” donors, these are often high quality organs from youthful people.  Even organs carrying disease that never would have been acceptable before are 
now able to be used if recipients accept them.  Experts explain.

(Segment 2) Virtually all animals have a backbone yawn, but scientists don’t know what purpose it serves or why yawns are so contagious.  Experts discuss 
what’s known, and what’s behind a yawn.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

African-American Issues; Minori-   Viewpoints/Segment 1            11/12/16 8:01am-8:14am 13 minutes                 
ties; Violence; Law Enforcement; (Segment 2) 8:17am-8:25am 08 minutes 
Poverty; Labor; (Popular Culture;
Mental Health; Aging; Work)

Narration: In 2004, we spoke with activist and former California legislator Tom Hayden who passed away last month.  The topics were gangs and 
violence, how and why young men and women join gangs, and how we can stem the violence of these groups.  We also heard about how we could help the 
young people who belong to them to live better, safer, and more productive lives.  In these days of continued strife on urban streets, we can still benefit from his 
hopeful, yet controversial, ideas on the topic.

(Segment 2) Does working crossword puzzles, Sudoku, and playing other games help prevent Alzheimer’s and dementia?  Why does time seem to crawl 
when we’re young and speed up as we age?  Does multitasking really help us get more done?  A psychologist and author talk to us about these popular ideas, and 
we get the real story about how our minds can sometimes trick us into thinking things that really aren’t true. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Traffic & Highway Safety; Trans- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      11/12/16 8:32am-8:45am 13 minutes                      
portation; Public Safety; Tech- (Segment 2) 8:46am-8:54am 08 minutes 
nology; Insurance; Ethics; Infra-
structure; (Disabilities; Mental Health
Issues; Pets & People; Housing 
Issues)

Narration: Self-driving cars are being developed more rapidly than most experts thought possible.  But even if they’re technically possible, can we be 
assured of their safety?  Trust is a major hurdle to adoption of what could be a major step forward in transportation, as experts discuss.

(Segment 2) A woman who suffered severe abuse as a child describes the mental health benefits of owning a dog.  We hear from an expert on the American 
with Disabilities Act about the requirements for emotional support animals.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Military Veterans; War; PTSD; Viewpoints/Segment 1            11/19/16 8:01am-8:12am 11 minutes                 
Movies & The Arts; History; Tech- (Segment 2) 8:15am-8:24am 09 minutes 
nology; (Psychology & Human
Behavior; Business & Entrepreneurs)

Narration: The late actor, Jimmy Stewart, gave us some very memorable characters during his time in Hollywood; many very funny, others endearing, and 
still others dark and villainous.  Perhaps Stewart’s most dramatic role was the one that not many people know about, but that molded his life and his psyche, not 
to mention his acting, to most of his career: fighter pilot in World War II.  An author, who delved into Stewart’s war service talks to us about how flying missions 
over Europe and seeing his comrades die affected the actor and his choice of roles and acting style for the rest of his life.

(Segment 2) In about six weeks, people will be celebrating the New Year and many of them will be resolving to change something in their lives, the 
ubiquitous “New Year’s Resolution.”  A behavior specialist and coach talks to us about how bad habits are created and why.  She also gives us some ways to 
help give those resolutions some staying power for the year ahead. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Education; Health Care; Legal Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      11/19/16 8:32am-8:44am 12 minutes                      
System; (Health Care; Alcoholism (Segment 2) 8:45am-8:53am 08 minutes 
& Substance Abuse)

Narration: Doctors have often been advised to avoid emotions regarding patients to keep their decisions objective.  However, this has led many patients to 
believe doctors don’t care about them.  A new movement in medicine seeks to reverse the trend and put compassion back in medicine, led by a “Healer’s Art” 
class in many medical schools.  Experts who teach the class explain.

(Segment 2) A variety of liver diseases may cause test results that mimic alcohol-related cirrhosis.  One, known as PBC, is the second largest reason for 
liver transplants in women.  A patient and an expert discuss.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Education; Science & Technology; Viewpoints/Segment 1            11/26/16 8:01am-8:12am 11 minutes                
Women’s Issues; (Youth At Risk; (Segment 2) 8:15am-8:25am 10 minutes 
Education; Children’s Psychology;
Consumerism)

Narration: Schools are emphasizing science, technology, engineering and math, the STEM subjects.  Many people believe science is too technical for kids 
to understand.  We hear from two experts who say children take to science readily if it’s presented in the right way by tapping into the “ick factor” that seems to 
fascinate them.

(Segment 2) During the holidays, many parents fret over the materialistic messages their children are exposed to.  We hear from a mom and author who 
together have created a children’s book and game designed to make giving back to others a fun pursuit. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health Care; Mental Health; Con- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      11/26/16 8:32am-8:44am 12 minutes                       
sumerism; Disability; (Health Care; (Segment 2) 8:45am-8:52am 07 minutes 
Psychology; Obesity; Mental 
Health; Consumerism)

Narration: Doctors have long known that people feel depressed when they’re ill with a cold or the flu.  But it may be more than simply feeling bad.  
Inflammation, which is part of many illnesses and infections, has been found in brain cells and is being implicated as a cause of depression, one of the world’s 
most debilitating disorders.  This creates the possibility of treatment with an anti-inflammatory medication.  Experts on the frontlines of this research discuss.

(Segment 2) Patients who have bariatric surgery stand to lose not only lots of weight, but often an identity and way of life as an obese person, which 
changes many of their relationships.  Experts discuss these changes and means of coping with them.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Education; Family; Employment; Viewpoints/Segment 1            12/04/16 3:01pm-3:13pm 12 minutes                
Social Issues; (Family; Food & (Segment 2) 3:15pm-3:24pm 09 minutes 
Nutrition)

Narration: High school graduates who plan to go on with their education are making plans to head off to college this fall.  Not all of them were accepted to 
the college that was their first choice, and many are disappointed about it.  Some young people didn’t get into college at all because they weren’t offered the help 
they needed to find a college that suited them financially and culturally.  An author and a high school counselor talk to us about the myths surrounding 
acceptance to an “elite” college, and why a small or state school can be a better fit.  We also hear about how high school counselor can better serve diverse and 
often financially strapped students.

(Segment 2) With Thanksgiving over, it’s time to start looking toward our December holiday parties and the meals that come with them.  Author Julia 
Turshen joins the show to talk about her tips and tricks to make those Christmas and Hanukkah dinners a little less daunting.  With advice on dressings, sides, 
desserts, and more, Turshen breaks down some basic techniques to make great food with little experience.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Health; Economics; Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      12/04/16 3:32pm-3:43pm 11 minutes                       
Poverty; Youth At Risk; Employ- (Segment 2) 3:45pm-3:53pm 08 minutes 
Ment; Worker Safety; Health Care;
Consumerism; (Health Care; Youth
At Risk; Parenting Issues)

Narration: Average life expectancy in the U.S. is increasing, but among lower income people it is not, and the lifespan gap between rich and poor is 
increasing.  Even middle class people have shorter lifespans than the rich.  Experts discuss how a large income buys extra years of life, and why a lower income 
produces barriers to a longer life.

(Segment 2) Children with serious chronic diseases often have a tough time transitioning from pediatric care, which has much support built in, to adult care, 
which has to be managed by the patient.  Experts discuss how parents can make it easier with a gradual transition.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

U.S. Government; Economics; Pol- Viewpoints/Segment 1            12/11/16 3:01pm-3:12pm 11 minutes                
itics; Business & Industry; (Gov- (Segment 2) 3:15pm-3:25pm 10 minutes 
ernment; Transportation; War; 
Law; Slavery; History)

Narration: The “Wage Gap” has been a persistent topic in America for years and it played a big role in determining the outcome of the recent election.  
We’re joined by two experts who both agree that closing the wage gap should be a top priority in this country, but who have very different takes on how that can 
be achieved.  We hear about governmental regulations, tax codes, charity, and much more in regards to bringing the haves and have-nots together.  Our experts 
tell us that doing so may just bring a very divided country together before the wedge between the two groups changes America into a very different, and likely 
very worse-off, place for our children to inherit.

(Segment 2) Most of us have heard the name of Henry Clay, but he’s not one of the people we usually remember the way we do George Washington or 
Thomas Jefferson.  Our guest says that Clay was just as important to our nation as the founding fathers, and he discusses the great contributions this Speaker of 
the House made to keep our country together, fight for justice, and create the foundations of our extensive modern U.S. transportation system. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Health; Drugs; Drug & Al- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      12/11/16 3:32pm-3:44pm 12 minutes                       
cohol Addiction; Youth At Risk; (Segment 2) 3:45pm-3:52pm 07 minutes 
Education; Police & Law Enforce-
ment; Mental Illness; (Health Care;
Technology; Ethics; Education;
Religion)

Narration: Drug and alcohol addiction and abuse is rising.  Researchers have found that “fear mongering” educational efforts to combat it in adolescents 
doesn’t work.  New science has discovered that certain personality types are predictably predisposed to addiction risk, and that educational efforts can be targeted 
to them effectively.  Experts discuss.

(Segment 2) Advancements in genetic science are often clouded in ethical controversy.  Experts discuss a new platform where scientists and public can 
debate it, and from which education can be disseminated.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Military; War; Religion; History; Viewpoints/Segment 1            12/18/16 3:01pm-3:12pm 11 minutes   
(Psychology; Mental Health; Self- (Segment 2) 3:15pm-3:25pm 10 minutes                                              
Help; Science)

Narration: This year, many families will spend the holidays with family members away, in combat in Iraq and Afghanistan.  It’s tough being on the 
battlefield at any time of year, but during Christmas it’s especially hard.  A historian and author talk to us about one Christmas, in 1944, when American soldiers 
spent a freezing holiday in the Ardennes forest, fighting for their lives against Hitler’s army during the Battle of the Bulge.  We also hear about how a general’s 
prayers could have been the key to turning the tide in the Allies’ favor.

(Segment 2) Hearing voices in your head comes with an unfortunate stereotype that you must be mentally ill.  However, experts tell us the “voices in your 
head” can be used to talk to, and about, yourself in a healthy, productive way.  In fact, most people hear voices in their head, and, already use inner speech daily.  
Our guests discuss tips and techniques to use “self-talk” as a way to get yourself through tough decisions and lower stress. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Health; Health Care &  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      12/18/16 3:32pm-3:46pm 14 minutes                       
Health Policy; Federal Govern- (Segment 2) 3:47pm-3:52pm 05 minutes 
ment; Regulation & Politics; State
Government; Unemployment; 
Medicaid & Medicare; Economics;
Insurance; Privatization; (Youth At
Risk; Mental Health; Law & Crime;
Ethics)

Narration: The incoming Trump Administration and Congressional Republicans have made “repeat and replacement” of the Affordable Care Act one of 
their primary goals.  But there are many options in how it might be replaced, and some popular aspects of Obamacare will likely remain.  Experts discuss 
scenarios and how they would affect Medicaid, Medicare, insurance exchanges and the overall market.

(Segment 2) Rich people receive deference that the rest of us don’t, but how much can they get away with?  Some young criminals have escaped jail by 
claiming “affluenza,” saying that their wealthy parents instilled no moral compass, so they believed they could do anything without consequences.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Addiction; Mental Health; Family Viewpoints/Segment 1            12/25/16 3:01pm-3:11pm 10 minutes                
Issues; Diet & Nutrition; (Tech- (Segment 2) 3:14pm-3:25pm 11 minutes 
Nology; Commerce; Law; Privacy;
Internet Security; Government)

Narration: The holidays, with their family gatherings, crowded shopping malls, and unpredictable weather, are a time of stress for many people.  Two 
stress specialists talk to us about tips and tricks to help you calm down a bit during this hectic time of year.  We also hear about how to prevent undue stress at 
other times.

(Segment 2) It seems you can’t get away from email spam, Internet scams, and companies using your online purchases and web browsing to badger you 
with shopping opportunities.  Every time you sign up for a blog or make a purchase, you are inundated with unwanted, and sometimes dangerous, intrusions into 
your personal and private information.  A journalist, who has tried to erase her digital footprint, and an attorney who deals with online privacy talk to us about 
ways you can get rid of some third parties who spy on your online activities. They also tell us about better password protection, and we find out why we are 
probably never going to be able to rid ourselves of all snooping in the future.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Education; Children At Risk; Dis- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      12/25/16 3:32pm-3:44pm 12 minutes                       
abilities; Mental Health; (Dis- (Segment 2) 3:45pm-3:52pm 07 minutes 
abilities; Pop Psychology)

Narration: Many people feel that gifted children don’t need any help because they’re so talented.  But many gifted kids are so bored in school they become 
disruptive and do poorly, so they’re not identified and their need for a challenge isn’t met.  Other gifted children have disabilities, such as learning disabilities, 
that are not identified because they are masked by their gifts.  Experts discuss how to meet the needs of these children educationally and emotionally.

(Segment 2) Some people simply have no rhythm.  A small percentage may be “beat deaf,” the rhythmic equivalent of tone deafness, and have a biological 
deficit in their body’s timing mechanism.  Experts discuss the problem and other body timekeeping clocks that may be affected 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



WNDZ-AM 750
Radio Health Journal and Viewpoints
Most Significant Treatment of Issues:

10/01/16 to 12/31/16

Radio Health Journal

- Adoption 11 minutes
- Alcoholism & Substance Abuse 08 minutes
- Children At Risk 12 minutes
- Community Activism 11 minutes
- Consumerism 76 minutes
- Disabilities 39 minutes
- Drug & Alcohol Addiction 12 minutes
- Drugs 12 minutes
- Economics 25 minutes
- Education 61 minutes
- Employment 11 minutes
- Ethics 48 minutes
- Federal Government 14 minutes
- Growth & Development 07 minutes



- Health 07 minutes
- Health Care        147 minutes
- Health Policy 14 minutes
- HIV and AIDS 11 minutes
- Homelessness 07 minutes
- Housing Issues 08 minutes
- Human Development 18 minutes
- Infrastructure 13 minutes
- Insurance 27 minutes
- Law & Crime 05 minutes
- Legal System 12 minutes
- Medicaid & Medicare 14 minutes
- Mental Health Issues 44 minutes
- Mental Illness 23 minutes
- Obesity 07 minutes
- Parenting Issues 38 minutes
- Pets & People 08 minutes
- Police & Criminal Justice 11 minutes
- Police & Law Enforcement 12 minutes
- Police Brutality 11 minutes
- Pop Culture 07 minutes
- Pop Culture & Society 07 minutes
- Pop Psychology 07 minutes



- Poverty 18 minutes
- Prevention 07 minutes
- Prisons 11 minutes
- Privatization 14 minutes
- Psychology 14 minutes
- Public Health 85 minutes
- Public Safety 24 minutes
- Regulation & Politics 14 minutes
- Rehabilitation 07 minutes
- Religion 07 minutes
- Science & Culture 07 minutes
- Society 11 minutes
- Sports & Society 07 minutes
- State Government Regulation 26 minutes
- Technology 43 minutes
- Traffic & Highway Safety 13 minutes
- Transportation 13 minutes
- Unemployment 14 minutes
- Worker Safety 11 minutes
- Youth At Risk 66 minutes

Viewpoints



- Addiction 11 minutes
- African American Issues 24 minutes
- Aging 08 minutes
- Agriculture 11 minutes
- Animal Welfare 10 minutes
- Architecture 10 minutes
- Art 10 minutes
- Bullying 10 minutes
- Business & Entrepreneurs 09 minutes
- Business & Industry 11 minutes
- Children & Family Issues 11 minutes
- Children’s Issues 10 minutes
- Children’s Psychology 10 minutes
- Commerce 11 minutes
- Community Activism 42 minutes
- Community Services 11 minutes
- Consumerism 10 minutes
- Controlled Substance 11 minutes
- Diet & Nutrition 10 minutes
- Economics 11 minutes
- Education 86 minutes
- Employment 23 minutes



- Environment 11 minutes
- Family Issues 41 minutes
- Food & Nutrition 09 minutes
- Government 41 minutes
- History 53 minutes
- Human Behavior 09 minutes
- Internet Security 11 minutes
- Internet & Social Media 21 minutes
- Juvenile Justice 10 minutes
- Labor 13 minutes
- Latino Issues 11 minutes
- Law 21 minutes
- Law Enforcement 13 minutes
- Mental & Physical Health 10 minutes
- Mental Health 71 minutes
- Military & Veterans 33 minutes
- Minorities 13 minutes
- Movie & The Arts 11 minutes
- Natural Disasters 10 minutes
- Nature 11 minutes
- Occupational Training 11 minutes
- Philanthropy 11 minutes
- Politics 11 minutes



- Popular Culture 08 minutes
- Poverty 34 minutes
- Privacy 11 minutes
- Psychology 30 minutes
- PTSD 11 minutes
- Public Safety 10 minutes
- Public Service 11 minutes
- Recreation 10 minutes
- Religion 11 minutes
- Science 42 minutes
- Self-Help 10 minutes
- Senior’s Issues 10 minutes
- Slavery 10 minutes
- Social Issues 12 minutes
- Technology 74 minutes
- Teen Pregnancy 10 minutes
- The Presidency 10 minutes
- Transportation 10 minutes
- Travel 10 minutes
- U.S. Government 11 minutes
- Violence 13 minutes
- War 42 minutes
- Women’s Issues 32 minutes



- Work 08 minutes
- Youth At Risk 10 minutes



WNDZ-AM 750
Public Affairs Schedule

10/01/16-12/31/16

Sunday, October 02, 2016 4pm-5pm
Sunday, October 09, 2016 4pm-5pm
Sunday, October 16, 2016 4pm-5pm
Sunday, October 23, 2016 4pm-5pm
Sunday, October 30, 2016 4pm-5pm

Saturday, November 06, 2016 8am-9am
Saturday, November 13, 2016 8am-9am
Saturday, November 20, 2016 8am-9am
Saturday, November 27, 2016 8am-9am

Sunday, December 04, 2016 3pm-4pm
Sunday, December 11, 2016 3pm-4pm
Sunday, December 18, 2016 3pm-4pm
Sunday, December 25, 2016 3pm-4pm


